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Chapter	one	of	Cat	Killer		
	

King	Kong	Climbs	
 

The frown on her face showed you what kind of day she was having and you could just bet 
the day had not yet finished heaping indignities and irritations upon her. With impatient 
resignation she unlocked the driver-side door of the baby blue Geo she’d been riding in for 
twenty of the last twenty-four hours and slid behind the wheel for one more short spin. She 
twisted the key in the ignition. 

The hood lifted. The dash panel ripped apart. Its shrapnel flew past her and through her, 
followed almost instantly by the shock wave that crushed the front of her body. The windshield 
shattered upward as the windows burst out sideward. The roof began peeling back. The seat 
melted and then ignited. Two and a half seconds had elapsed since she turned the key, and she 
was already dead for one of them. 

 
Joe Rodriguez admired professionalism, in a grudging way, even professional dirty work. 

And this was a professional job, start to finish. The car had been baby blue once. Now it was 
black down to the rocker panels. Scorched, rumpled metal sulked where once it had shone 
smooth under a fresh wax job. Shattered glass shards and car shards lay wherever they had 
fallen, all over the motel parking lot. The backseat still smoldered. The front seat was gone.  

The driver, described by associates and one witness as a pretty black woman in her early 
thirties, was gone too. She was driver in name only, for turning on the ignition had touched it off. 
Professional job. The bomb left no doubt as to the cause of death and left precious little of the 
victim, but Maynard Rust's lab crew were swarming over the scene anyway. Their 
professionalism also piqued Joe’s admiration.  

He stood for a few minutes simply watching. The television crews were all here, making the 
most of a visually spectacular event for the evening news, jockeying for camera angles, 
harassing the uniformed officers in hopes of getting just a little bit more. Pity that the videocams 
didn't capture the haunting stench.  

Out by the curb, Gene Rivera kept gawkers moving. Even Gene looked efficient today. Now 
in the magical world of plainclothes middle ranks, Joe, like Gene, had started his police career 
on street curbs orchestrating traffic. Joe had never really minded herding cattle. He knew Rivera 
detested it. 

“Joe? Fellow here to talk to you.”  
Joe walked across the lot to the yellow tape that kept gawkers beyond Gene's purview. 
A young man, overgroomed and overdressed in a power-colored sport coat, paused beyond 

the line. “You’re in charge here, right?” 
Joe must have hesitated a tad too long, for the young man added, “Five feet eleven, 170 or 

so, dark eyes, built sort of like Arnold Schwarzenegger. You fit the description that blond gave 
me.” 

“She missed by a mile on the Schwarzenegger part, but I’ll take what I can get. Joe 
Rodriguez, sir.” He extended a hand. 

The fellow was not into shaking hands. “Les Bowman. I'm the manager here. You seem to 
have just about the whole parking lot cordoned off. I was wondering if you might bring your 
ropes in closer. Leave more space for parking, you know?” 

“We'll be done in a few hours, Mr. Bowman. We don't want to disturb any of that debris lying 
around until the lab people get done with it.” 

“I understand, but guests are coming in. They have nowhere to park. We need all the. . . 
and, uh, the appearances, you know?” 
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“A few hours. We appreciate your cooperation very much. I’ll be sure to mention it in the 
report." 

“But…” 
“I’m sorry, Mr. Bowman. We’ll do our best for you.” 
“Hey! Look who's here!" Here came Gretchen Wiemer, the lab's official picture-taker. She 

performed other chores for Maynard besides photography and feats of forensic chemistry, and 
Joe suspected from the rumors what some of them might be. Les Bowman muttered something 
indistinct as Joe moved off. 

Her blond hair bobbed, bouncy as a shampoo commercial. It was unfortunate, in a way, that 
she was so tall. With her sexy spike heels, she nearly matched Joe’s five-eleven. “I’m glad Jerry 
gave you this one.” She grinned wickedly. “We need the comic relief.” Her face sobered. She 
handed him a dozen thick photos. “Brought to you through the miracle of modern photographic 
processes: instant pictures of the destruction.” 

He leafed through them. “Why am I looking at instant photos when I have the whole gory 
display itself spread out before me?” She was an excellent crime photographer; had all the 
relevant stuff at just the right angles. 

“Know what’s wrong with you, Rodriguez? You’re never impressed. I bet if King Kong 
climbed up that motel sign you wouldn’t even notice.” 

“Sure I’d notice. He’d howl when he cut his toe on that broken Triple-A sign up there, and 
then I’d notice.” 

Her head whipped around and up; the hair followed belatedly. “I didn’t see that. Doubt 
Maynard did, either. Think the bomb sent something up there to take it out?” 

“Could be. Go find the manager, Les Bowman; you know, the powerfully dressed guy you 
described me to; and ask him if it was already broken. If not, snap one with your miracle of 
modern photographic processes there, before Maynard sends someone up.” 

“Will do.” She swung a long leg over the rope and disappeared beyond onlookers. 
He lingered a few moments more, but he wasn’t needed here. Maynard’s crew cruised 

about, fully in their element, taking notes and photos and lab samples Joe would never dream of 
seeking. Professionalism. Joe walked over to the motel room. Half a dozen techs and lab 
people wandered in and out, some in jumpsuits and some not. A cute little number with a pixie 
haircut; what was her name? Joyce? even held the door for him. He smiled and said hello, but 
didn’t greet her by name, just in case she wasn’t Joyce. 

The temperature was only about 80 outside, not at all that hot for Phoenix in April, but 
someone had cranked the air conditioner in this motel room up to the iceberg end of the dial. 
Persis Magen came from Waukesha, Wisconsin. No doubt for her, 80 degrees constituted an 
epic heat wave. Joe closed the door behind him and paused while his eyes adjusted to the 
gloom and his skin adjusted to the cold. 

His copper hair tousled as always, the insufferably Irish Tom Flaherty bounded up from the 
chair by the kitchenette. His lanky six-one frame and windmill elbows flailed at cross purposes 
with each other. “Joe, let me introduce ye around. The young lady with the charming freckles, 
seated on the edge of the bed there, Marie Kabrhan. And I’m pleased to present Mrs. Persis 
Magen here. Mrs. Magen, this be Joe Rodriguez, me brilliant partner, the lad who does all the 
thinking for us both.”  

Marie didn’t stand, but she extended her hand. “Mr. Rodriguez, how do you do.” Joe gave 
her his usual double handshake, taking her hand in his right and closing the left over them both 
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to squeeze. Hardly ever did anyone notice that his right hand had no grip. Marie didn’t seem to, 
either. 

With plain brown hair and large brown eyes, she wasn’t exactly pretty. Or perhaps she was. 
Borderline. She had worked closely with the murder victim and knew her well. It showed in her 
drawn face. When she was feeling more herself, she probably looked very attractive. 

Joe crossed to shake with Persis Magen. Again he used his make-do handshake, and 
Persis Magen noticed. Her eyes asked a question but her voice said nothing aloud. Alert and 
observant, this evangelist. 

The lady looked much livelier, much younger than her pictures suggested. Photos didn’t do 
her justice at all. Her gray hair swirled back into a soft bun. She couldn’t be called overweight, 
but neither was she slim. Her hazel eyes locked onto yours and penetrated. Persis Magen, 
evangelist. By the measures of money generated and crowds drawn, she was as successful as 
any in the field. 

Joe felt distinctly uncomfortable among these religion enthusiasts. Why did Jerry put him on 
this one, anyway? Except Joe knew that Jerry too got instantly antsy around anything religious. 
Give Joe the sticky ones, the unappealing ones. That was his lieutenant’s standard operating 
procedure. 

“Mr. Flaherty’s been speaking highly of you, Mr. Rodriguez. I’m delighted.” Her voice was 
obviously trained for radio. 

“My honor, Mrs. Magen. And don’t believe anything the Irishman says. Not only did he kiss 
the Blarney stone, he also drank heavily from the Hassayampa.” 

 “The what?” Marie’s voice was soft, musical, innocent. Joe liked her voice. 
“Tis an old Arizona legend, lass.” Tom was deliberately thickening his brogue and Joe 

happened to know he saved the good stuff for ladies he wanted to impress. “First ye drink from 
the Hassayampa River. If then ye turns your face upstream, never again will ye speak a lie. But 
if ‘tis downstream ye be turning, you’ll never again speak the truth. And I cannot for the life of 
me remember which way I turned. 

Marie smiled and Persis chuckled. Tom’s gift for turning a morbid occasion into a bearable 
one doubtless came from the Irish skill of breathing joy into wakes. Joe perched on the foot of 
the queen-size bed as far from Marie as diplomacy permitted, and listened. 

“Now. As we were discussing,” Tom purred. “Marie, ye were sitting there mending a dress?” 
“The seam had parted under the arm of her dress. Persis’s dress. It happens a lot when she 

swings her arms around speaking. I was fixing it. Persis wanted to wear it to the gathering.” 
“Gathering?” Joe asked. 
Persis chimed in. “When I arrive in town for a series of evangelistic meetings, it’s not the 

begin-fling of the campaign but very nearly the end of it. A year ahead of time, we begin 
assembling groups of workers from the churches. They go door to door, meet regularly for 
prayer and study, prepare themselves to counsel new believers. Just before the meetings 
themselves begin, we all gather together for corporate prayer. The gathering.” 

“And since the first meeting’s tonight, this prayer thing is this afternoon?” Joe glanced at his 
watch. 

“Five P.M. Oh, dear. That’s less than two hours. Would you mind asking questions faster? 
It’s crucial that I attend.” 

“Of course.” Tom rolled right along. “Mrs. Magen, ye were catching a wee bite to eat here at 
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the counter. And Miss DuBois went out to fuel the car. Did ye send her or did she volunteer?” 
“I don’t remember. Do you remember, Marie?” The girl shrugged. “I usually tend to that stuff. 

Cat’s more Persis’ personal secretary than gopher. But I was busy with the dress.” 
Two more of Maynard’s techs wandered in and busied themselves in the kitchenette. 
Joe frowned. “Cat? Gopher?” 
“Catherine DuBois was Cat to us. A gopher; you know, a person who goes for things. I go-

fer takeout food, go-fer the mail, go-fer the dry cleaning.” 
Joe knew that; why hadn’t he thought of it? “And Miss DuBois, Cat, did secretarial chores 

primarily?” 
Persis nodded. “She was a whiz at keeping a complicated calendar straight. I never once 

missed a meeting or an appearance. That was her function on the road. Personal 
correspondence. Phone. At home she arranged the calendar in advance of a trip, so as to make 
maximum use of our time. Gifted, that girl.” 

“Screening? That is, filtering the calls and callers you receive?” Joe noticed the telephone 
had been disconnected. 

“Yes. People would be demanding twenty-four hours of my day if it weren’t for Cat.” 
“Billing and accounting?” 
“No. Jules keeps an eye on that on the road. We hire an accounting firm, of course. Far too 

complex for one person. The offerings generated during the evangelistic meetings are handled 
by the local committee chairmen. We give the local churches a portion. The only finances we’re 
directly involved with on the road are our personal and travel expenses.” 

“Ye haven’t met Jules Robinson, Joe,” said Tom, “nor have I. Mrs. Magen. Your reputation 
suggests you’d have a far larger entourage than ye actually do. Why travel so light? Or be there 
a motel full of ancillary folk elsewhere?” 

She chuckled again, throaty and relaxed. “Ancillary folk . .. I like that. Our campaigns are 
almost completely home grown. The choir director’s chosen from a local church. We hired ASU 
students to handle the stadium lighting and security. It’s cheaper on the road to hire people who 
are familiar with the facilities than to bring in our own personnel. Particularly when so many 
donate their time as a Christian service.” 

Joe made mental notes about penny-pinching. Also, he wondered if the IRS were interested 
in this lady. And might they tap into her secretary for information? If they did, might this lady 
have found out about it and. . . He pulled his notebook and started jotting ideas. 

For a woman who had just lost her close associate, Mrs. Magen seemed remarkably 
unmoved. Her hands lay quietly in her lap, her facial muscles moved naturally with her 
expressions. No tense-ness, no sign of sorrow save for red, puffy eyes. 

“Ye still haven’t answered the original question, ladies. Did she volunteer or was she sent? 
Marie?” 

The girl scrunched forward with her chin in her hands, her elbows on her knees. She 
scowled not at Tom but past him. Finally she shook her head. “I’m sorry. I can’t remember the 
words at all. We work together pretty well as a team. When something needs doing, whoever’s 
free at the moment does it. I can’t remember who said what to whom. The tank was low; it was 
one more little thing that had to be done; Cat went out to do it.” 

“Did she say anything unusual? Do anything unusual?” 
“No.” Marie’s face pinched together in concentration. 
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“Not just today. Recently. Anything at all extraordinary?” 
“No. Just like always on the road.” 
“Mrs. Magen?” 
“Nothing unusual. Cat was a steady woman. Quiet, kept to herself. Dependable. She didn’t 

discuss thoughts or fears. Or joys, for that matter. I mention that to point out that just because 
we didn’t notice anything out of the ordinary doesn’t mean that there was nothing out of the 
ordinary. She was very good at keeping things to herself.” 

“Have ye any reason at all to suspect something unusual might have been happening in her 
life? Hints or feelings?” 

Both women pondered, frowning. Both shook their heads. 
Tom took off on a fresh tack. “Let’s suppose for the moment that the bomb be meant for 

someone else; perhaps Marie here, if she usually fills the tank. Perhaps for Mrs. Magen, 
assuming the killer didn’t realize the tank was low. You, Mrs. Magen, get in to drive, away to 
your gathering. Kaboom. Can either of ye think of any reason, any at all, that me supposition 
might have some validity?” 

Joe watched the women play with that one awhile. Obviously they had already considered it, 
both of them. 

Marie intrigued him. She was either very, very tired or very, very shrewd. The evangelist 
couldn’t be called cheerful, but she remained upbeat, even glib. Did she have no affection at all 
for the murdered woman? And with the possibility that another victim was intended, could it be 
the bomb had been wired in the wrong car altogether? Joe jotted himself a note to check the 
motel registry for similar cars or any bearing New Mexico plates. 

His thoughts changed lanes as Tom’s technique grabbed his attention. Tom was a 
professional of the talking sort. In fact, other investigators in the department often brought tough 
interviews to him just to watch him work. He might crash right into an issue like a bowling ball 
into the pins. Or he might skate all around his subject, nipping at the fringe of it and darting off to 
other things. 

Now he was toying with the prospect that Cat DuBois had not been the intended victim. To 
the casual ear he asked irrelevant questions by the dozen. Joe could see the thread, sometimes 
even anticipate a question, because he knew how Tom worked. The Irishman was weaving an 
elaborate net of data, bits and particles of information to reveal the interpersonal relationships of 
this evangelistic team a thousand miles from home. 

Joe’s ears perked. “What’d you say, Miss Kabrhan?” 
“The notes. The threatening notes.” 
Tom stared at Persis. 
The lady shrugged. “I get all manner of extremely emotional letters, everything from effusive 

thanks to dire threats. These were at the threat end of the spectrum.” 
“Ye didn’t mention them before.” 
“I frankly never thought of them. Nearly every day the mail brings in a few letters from 

people who feel a woman has no business being an evangelist.” 
“More than one. When did the first arrive?”  
Persis scowled. “What would you say, Marie? A month ago?” 
“If it’s the same person. They weren’t signed.”  
Tom leaned both elbows on the kitchenette counter. “What did it say exactly?” 
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“I don’t know.” Persis shifted and glanced at her watch as she spoke. “I dismissed it as 
another crank; I get a lot of those too; and discarded it. ‘Not deserving to live,’ something like 
that.” 

“And then?” 
“I really don’t remember. I’m sorry. I wish I could. The second was on the road somewhere. 

Similar sentiments. And the third; there were three similar, I believe; within the last day or two.” 
Joe broke in. “Mrs. Magen, you want to get to your gathering early, don’t you?” 
“Yes, I do.” 
“Tom, how about you take her in a black and white? We can talk again afterward. I saw 

Harry wandering around out front.” 
Persis bounced to her feet. “Gentlemen, I appreciate this immensely. A direct answer to 

prayer, leaving early.” 
Within moments Tom and Mrs. Magen were out the door. With the two most ebullient 

persons gone, the room felt suddenly empty, despite the two techs finishing up in the 
kitchenette. 

Miss Kabrhan rubbed her face. That was another reason she looked plain. No makeup. She 
straightened. “I wonder.” 

She walked over to the formica slab that served as a desk and fished out a wastebasket. 
She settled in the middle of the floor and dumped the basket out in front of her. 

Why not? He had nailed down the search warrant already, and something like this would 
definitely be included in his very general description. He always did that first. Now all he had to 
do was search. Meticulously, Joe folded up his legs and hunkered down opposite her. They 
sifted through the trash in silence, unrumpling papers and refilling the basket piece by piece. 

Marie looked up briefly with baleful puppy-dog eyes. “When the maid came by, Persis was 
working on a message and didn’t want to be disturbed, so this didn’t get emptied. Cat spent the 
time polishing off the last two days’ correspondence: answer, file, or toss.” 

“This is two days’ worth?” Joe didn’t get this much first-class mail in a year, except bills. 
“Well, none of the mail that goes to Waukesha, of course. Just the stuff we got here in 

Phoenix. Not that many people write to her on the road; that’s why there isn’t very much.” 
Joe knew Tom would be asking questions all the way to the gathering. He and Harry would 

also act as bodyguards because quite possibly the evangelist needed some. She probably 
wouldn’t realize that part of it. Joe should be covering the same ground Tom did, so that later 
they could compare the answers received. He lacked the gift for painless interrogation. Paper 
crackled in the silence. 

“Here it is.” Marie smoothed out a plain white paper and handed it to him. She continued 
fishing. “The envelope should be here somewhere. If I can remember...” 

The note, on six by nine plain linen paper, was no one’s computer product, not even a fancy 
modern typewriter. It had been typed on a conventional machine with elite type and excoriated 
the evangelist in a long rambling paragraph that hinted at lethal danger. It did not actually 
promise harm. Joe would study it in detail later. 

He saw one machine in the room, over on the circular coffee table. Daisy wheel. “That your 
only typewriter?” 

“Except for Cat’s personal machine. Old as Methuselah and twice as hairy, but she never 
went anywhere without it.” 
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“Where’s that one?” 
“Adjoining room. We book three linking rooms with kitchenette. Jules’ and Henry’s are 

separate, of course.” 
“Henry? Henry who?” 
“Barbrie. Jules is our advance man, confirming arrangements ahead of us. Henry’s mop-up. 

He stays behind, makes sure all the bills are paid.” 
“I thought Jules took care of that.” 
She licked her lips and her voice faltered, as if she feared revealing some closeted skeleton. 

“Jules is not always the best organizer. And, uh, he’s sometimes a bit slipshod about making 
certain everyone is taken care of. He, uh, tends to lack strong interest in people. Henry has 
unique spiritual gifts and he’s very conscientious about making sure everyone is satisfied. He’s 
brilliant at organizing discipleship groups and Bible studies. And he’s very gentle. 
Nonthreatening. He’s the best person to make sure all the loose ends are tucked in. Then he 
catches up to us.” 

“So he’s still in Albuquerque?” 
“That’s right. Oh, hey. He has a typewriter too.” 
“Conventional elite?” 
“Dancing ball, I think. But I don’t remember. I’m sorry.” She unfolded her legs and led the 

way to the connecting door. Her legs were remarkably long for her height, no more than five-
five. 

It took them a minute to find Cat’s typewriter; she had slipped it into a large lower drawer. 
Joe fumbled the case latch. Now the carriage wouldn’t move. Marie stepped in beside him and 
with a practiced flick hit a tiny lever. The carriage shivered, free at last. 

She moved aside. “It locks in place when you’re traveling. So you don’t damage something 
knocking it around, I guess.” 

“I thought Cat was the only one who used it.” 
“I did for a week once, when the daisy wheel was down.” 
Joe snapped his pocketknife open and lifted one of the type arms with its tip. He pressed the 

letter against his finger and looked at the dent. Elite type. He locked the carriage back down. “I’ll 
have to take this with me.” 

“You think that’s the typewriter that…Cat? Can’t be.” 
Joe shrugged, keeping it casual. “About half the typewriters in the world built like this one 

carry elite typeface. The others are pica. So if I gather up fifty percent of the nation’s old style 
typewriters and dump ‘em in Maynard’s crime lab, he should eventually find the right one.” 

“I see. Routine?” 
“Strictly. Let me write you a receipt before I forget.” He patted his pockets. “Got a sheet of 

paper?” 
Marie yanked drawers open one by one. No paper. No six by nine linen pad, either. Joe 

stuck close enough to her to make sure. 
“Never mind. I’ll find one.” Joe walked to the connecting door. “You mentioned looking for 

that envelope.” 
“Oh, that’s right. I forgot.” She went back out and dropped down beside her trash. Joe 

checked drawers here in Persis’ room. Motel stationery. No six by nine pad. He wrote Marie a 
receipt on a motel letterhead decorated with a two-color picture of the big free-standing motel 
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sign, Triple A sign intact. 
While Marie finished sifting through the trash for the white envelope, Joe took a second 

sheet of motel stock. He drew a crude picture of King Kong climbing up the sign, the ape’s big 
toe covering the three A’s. 

He slipped it into Cat’s typewriter case, for Gretchen. 
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